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Pakistan’s regional geo-strategic links with China, the Gulf and 

Central Asia make it an ideal regional investment junction. It is a 
known reality that due to its very ideal location Pakistan can 
play a very important and effective role in regional economic 
productivity and growth. It is ironic that its regional economic 
contact points have acquired an internationally acknowledged 
status of “avoidable trouble spots.” The last few months have 
seen Karachi cut off from rest of the country and world for at 
least two to three out of five days. Diplomatic mishap in Kabul 
and armed civil unrest in Afghanistan have minimized the 
attraction of its Central Asian Connection. The Silk Route’s trade 
potential also remains under-explored for obvious reasons. No 
doubt, the situation in Karachi seems to be under control, at the 
moment. But it is rather too early to say that the life has come 
back to normal and nothing will happen. Diplomatic links 

between Pakistan and Afghanistan are not in operation. When 
one looks at Pakistan’s geo-strategic location, its geo-economic 
potential, its regional marketing capacity, only one conclusion is 
drawn and that is that, Pakistan, undoubtedly, is a victim of 
global geo-economic conspiracies. It will be in the best interest 
of Pakistan to get out of this mess as early as possible. 
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Pakistan’s Economic Agenda for the Next Century 

 

By: Zahid Hussain Khalid 
An Analysis published in Daily The Muslim on October 30, 1995 

 

Very casual glance at the geo-economic realities of today’s global village clearly indicates 

that the political chaudhries of the village will have to concentrate on economic issues right 

from the very beginning of the next century. Free market economy, unhindered access to 

national, regional and global markets, deregulation, privatization, information mobility and 

globalization of financial services have left the manufacturing, trading, agricultural and 

service sectors with no choice but to immediately look into their regional and global 

potential for survival to play an active role in the next century’s global village. The stress 

will be on pioneering initiatives, mass production capability, superior human resource 

inputs, creative use of high-tech information systems, scientific treatment of demand and 

supply phenomena, faultless forecast system and innovative marketing techniques. The 

elimination of inter-state economic barriers and free of popular international brands will 

make it very difficult for weak governments to implement tax policies for the mobilization of 

domestic resources because local manufacturers will not be able to outcompete low-cost, 

high-quality smuggled and/or imported and/or illegally duplicated products, bio-genetically 

engineered commodities and services. The viability of domestic trade, service, agriculture 

and industrial sectors, therefore, will depend on their ability to compete with regional and 

global sectoral giants which seems doubtful if one looks at the comparative production 

techniques, production volumes and consequent pricing factor. The local incapability is 

expected to result in overseas economic domination which is a form of neo-colonialism. 

Stress on technological self-reliance 

Production and information technologies play a very important role in progress and 

prosperity. Like individuals, countries also do not share their technological information with 



every country. Even if they partially did that in the past, they will certainly not do so in 

future. Pakistan was never trusted as far as transfer of advanced technology to it was 

concerned. It has happened to us that our defense supplies were suspended when we were 

engaged in wars with our hostile neighbor. After almost half-a-decade, instead of delivering 

F-16 planes America has accepted, its “moral responsibility to return” our money back which 

was paid in advance! America can not be blamed for this attitude because in this civilized 

jungle the law of nature that “might is always right” prevails. So, how can a country live 

honorably in this jungle? By acquiring technological excellence! In 9 October’s editorial 

comment The Muslim has rightly pointed out:”The advanced countries of the west have 

always opposed the industrial development of Third World countries so that the backward 

countries remain backward forever and dependent upon the industrial countries for all their 

manufactured goods and for the technology to process their own raw materials.” In its 

concluding paragraph the newspaper has acknowledged this reality:”We are learning 

everyday the urgent need of depending on our own resources in the matter of military 

hardware. If our defense industries can fulfill the needs of our armed forces, our 

industrialists should have faith in our scientists to serve them as well.” The government’s 

decision “to dissolve the PCSIR and to set up instead mono-discipline institutes to replace 

the PCSIR” has intrigued The Muslim to write the editorial. Earlier, the government had 

issued a circular regarding the suspension of financial assistance to Pakistani students who 

are studying abroad. On the one hand, the newspaper deserves appreciation and for prompt 

reaction to the government’s decision to dissolve PCSIR and on the other a very painful 

reality embarrasses every sensible Pakistani that the government is oblivious of the post-

cold war era’s immediate priorities. The concerned circles have repeatedly pointed out that 

developed countries are not willing to transfer the latest technology to developing countries 

in general and to Pakistan in particular. The newspaper has advised:”Our universities must 

also pay more attention to the development of research facilities, so that we can have a 

steady stream of competent scientists and technologists to fulfill the needs of the nation.” 



It is a very well known reality that almost all the countries try to keep their scientific 

research initiatives confidential. In this age of advanced high-tech satellite communications, 

when even underground research and development installations are thoroughly scanned, it 

is very difficult to keep scientific research and development initiatives a secret any more. 

Nevertheless, there are countries which have not given up. Taking advantage of the former 

Soviet Union’s disintegration, economic recession in Commonwealth of Independent States 

and problems caused by the readjustment endeavors from one socio-economic and political 

system to another, some developed and developing countries have recruited scientific 

research scholars of Eastern Europe to give a new dimension to their research projects. Did 

our government try to do that? The post-cold war world has turned into an ocean of 

opportunities full of precious pearls which can make nations rich. Nations have to just dive 

in to get their share! We are sitting at the shore and waiting for miracles to happen. 

“The Chinese approach to science and technology,” according to Mushahid Hussain, “stems 

from the ancient proverb that it is better to buy one chicken than to buy eggs everyday.” 

Following China’s example, Pakistan’s armed forces are doing everything possible to acquire 

defense technology. The known clauses of French submarines purchase agreement indicate 

that a serious attempt has been made to acquire both the submarines and the 

manufacturing technology. As far as the country’s requirements in the field of civilian 

industrial technology are concerned one does not expect too much from the recently formed 

Pakistan Engineering Board because the Chief Executive of the Board who is Chairman of 

State Engineering Corporation too knows very well that developed countries will never allow 

Pakistan to have a sound and reliable technology base. Will the Board look at Eastern 

European and Central Asian options? 

STRESS ON REGIONALIZATION AND GLOBALIZATION 



The post-cold war economic scenario underlines the need for the development of a 

scientifically designed mechanism to use manufacturing facilities, agricultural inputs, trading 

potential and services for the creation of a regional and global demand for Pakistani 

products, commodities and services. It is repeatedly stressed that in today’s world when the 

most advanced countries are visibly feeling uncomfortable about their economic future we 

must also seriously work on an economic agenda for the next century. 

The first step in this direction demands a well-defined use of available research facilities to 

determine our regional and global marketing capacity and consequent conspicuous 

differential aspects. We must seriously try to locate and acquire the following inputs, skills 

and facilities for the immediate realistic expansion of existing manufacturing, agricultural, 

trading and service sectors in order to meet the requirements of our scientifically well 

defined regional and global marketing capacity in line with our country’s already known 

regional gross domestic product: raw materials, technological know-how, production 

facilities, marketing and distribution channels. 

Nothing in this global village is impossible or inaccessible. The men, money and machines 

are the major players in any economic activity. Their respective quality, use and capacity 

determine the chances and extent of an economic operation’s local, regional and global 

success. We are not short of men and money. When we have the money, we can buy 

machines and when we have manpower, we can acquire the skills to use the machines. The 

most difficult production task in today’s world is to acquire the know-how and inputs to 

develop a nuclear device. How did we manage to acquire the requisite manpower, know-

how and inputs to surprise the world with a claim that we were capable of developing a 

nuclear device? When we achieve the impossible, is it difficult or impossible for us to 

scientifically measure our regional and global capacity? Certainly not. Our leading 

manufacturing and trading groups are already using Japanese, Korean and Taiwanese 

technology and components in assembling cars and manufacturing electronic appliances. 



With the passage of time and implementation of deletion programs Pakistan will be in a 

position to meet the local and regional demand for the products which are, at the moment, 

partially manufactured in Pakistan. According to Export Promotion Bureau’s television 

commercial almost twenty international brands are imported from Pakistan and globally 

marketed by internationally renowned Big Names. Pakistan’s sports goods, surgical 

instruments and carpets have become victims of conspiracies. All these developments 

clearly confirm that Pakistan certainly has an edge over its competitors who are not only 

afraid of which but to escape competition resorting to condemnable conspiracies too.   

Pakistan’s regional geo-strategic links with China, the Gulf and Central Asia make it an ideal 

regional investment junction. It is a known reality that due to its very ideal location Pakistan 

can play a very important and effective role in regional economic productivity and growth. It 

is ironic that its regional economic contact points have acquired an internationally 

acknowledged status of “avoidable trouble spots.” The last few months have seen Karachi 

cut off from rest of the country and world for at least two to three out of five days. 

Diplomatic mishap in Kabul and armed civil unrest in Afghanistan have minimized the 

attraction of its Central Asian Connection. The Silk Route’s trade potential also remains 

under-explored for obvious reasons. No doubt, the situation in Karachi seems to be under 

control, at the moment. But it is rather too early to say that the life has come back to 

normal and nothing will happen. Diplomatic links between Pakistan and Afghanistan are not 

in operation. When one looks at Pakistan’s geo-strategic location, its geo-economic 

potential, its regional marketing capacity, only one conclusion is drawn and that is that, 

Pakistan, undoubtedly, is a victim of global geo-economic conspiracies. It will be in the best 

interest of Pakistan to get out of this mess as early as possible. An impartial analysis of the 

situation clearly indicates that America and Europe minus Germany are responsible for the 

mess Pakistan is in today. The United States and Europe know that they do not have a 

future in this part of Asia. Their military presence in the Gulf will not make any significant 



difference because the people in Asia are fed up of the effects of their diplomatic, political, 

economic and military conspiracies. The reality is that Japan, Germany and China are 

expected to emerge as economic leaders. It is a fact that recession in Japan is temporary 

because it has partially moved its manufacturing base to China, Malaysia, Taiwan, Thailand 

and Singapore. The effects of a strong Yen are offset by the cost of comparatively cheap but 

quality manufacturing inputs and exports of finished products from these countries. 

Unification of Germany is another embarrassing factor because United Germany is the only 

European State which knows post-cold war United Europe better than any other state due to 

East Germany’s membership of COMECON and West Germany’s presence in the European 

Union and Group of Seven. Therefore, Germany has an economic edge over its European 

competitors, the United States and Japan in United Europe. China’s economic growth and its 

predictable growth potential have surprised and embarrassed its traditional enemies. India’s 

broad domestic and industrial consumer base is a matter of concern for Europe and America 

for the reason that over-priced European products will not be able to compete with the low-

priced products from South East Asian states available to more than 400 million middle 

class consumers in India. 

European analysts unanimously admit that the balance of world economic power is moving 

in favor of Asia, and it will continue to do so at an accelerating pace. Increased political 

power will automatically and effortlessly follow. According to them in most European 

countries, the private sector is struggling --- not just from recession, and not just from the 

Asian challenge, but from the inability of their governments to recreate the enterprise 

societies that made them rich. 

When one goes into the background details of the trouble in Kashmir, the civil war in 

Afghanistan and unrest in Karachi, it is revealed that it is not in the economic interest of 

Europe and America to either see an end to the artificially prolonged state of tension and 



uncertainty in Kashmir, Afghanistan and Karachi or to let the governments of the three 

countries take the problems seriously!  

Life in Karachi will not come back to normal without the willingness of the leadership of 

Pakistan Peoples Party and MQM (Altaf Group) to share power in Sind. Similarly contrary to 

Pakistan’s vision of Pak-Kashmir, Europe and America are visibly preparing ground for the 

implementation of a Third Option, that is, an independent United Kashmir. In Afghanistan, 

the trouble will not end with the end of government and the installation of another.  

THE ARMED CONFLICT FOR POLITICAL POWER WILL CONTINUE!  

The three trouble spots, namely, Karachi, Kashmir and Afghanistan need very careful 

handling. Recent reports about an understanding between China, India and Iran clearly 

indicate that the governments of the three countries are aware of the political causes and 

economic consequences of trouble in Afghanistan. They are working on alternate solutions. 

Are we? Our President’s and Prime Minister’s frequent visits to Central Asian States are of 

no use without the restoration of lasting peace in Afghanistan. We forget that central Asian 

States are not a party to Afghanistan’s unrest they, as a matter of fact, are helpless victims 

like us. When the government of a country like Pakistan which hosted millions of Afghan 

refugees and helped Afghan Mujahedeen cannot convince Afghan leaders to discuss and 

settle their political differences through dialogue how can central Asian countries tell them 

to do so? We must try to see and cut the invisible strings first! Before that it is just a 

diplomatic picnic for Mohtarama Prime Minister Sahiba and Mr. President. The key to Central 

Asian Connection is hidden somewhere else and access to it through government channels 

is IMPOSSIBLE!  

 

 

 


